For implicit Runge{Kutta methods intended for sti ODEs or DAEs, it is often di cult to embed a local error estimating method which gives realistic error estimates for sti /algebraic components. If the embedded method's stability function is unbounded at z = 1, sti error components are grossly overestimated. In practice some codes \improve" such inadequate error estimates by premultiplying the estimate by a \ lter" matrix which damps or removes the large, sti error components. Although improving computational performance, this technique is somewhat arbitrary and lacks a sound theoretical backing. In this scienti c note we resolve this problem by introducing an implicit error estimator. It has the desired properties for sti /algebraic components without invoking arti cial improvements. The error estimator contains a free parameter which determines the magnitude of the error, and we show how this parameter is to be selected on the basis of method properties. The construction principles for the error estimator can be adapted to all implicit Runge{Kutta methods, and a better agreement between actual and estimated errors is achieved, resulting in better performance.
Introduction
We shall consider the problem of estimating the local error in a single step when an implicit Runge{ Kutta method (IRK) is applied to a sti system of ordinary di erential equations The primary means to control the accuracy of the computational process is to vary the stepsize. In order to do this we need estimates of the error committed in each individual step, the local error. Let y(t; ; ) denote a solution to the di erential equation with initial value y( ) = . Then the local error in y n+1 is = y n+1 ?ŷ(t n+1 ; t n ; y n ). It is estimated by computing a second approximation,ŷ n+1 , tô y(t n+1 ; t n ; y n ). In embedded IRK methods, this is obtained by taking another linear combinationb of the stage derivatives.
Error estimation in RADAU5
Because of di culties in ndingb such that the order of the error estimate is suitable, one may have to introduce extra parameters. Let us consider the widely used Radau IIa methods, HW96b Hereb 0 is a free parameter andb is an s{dimensional vector, which is determined such thatŷ n+1 is of local order s + 1, i.e.,b must satisfy the order conditions Cb = (1 ?b 0 ; 1=2; 1=3; : : :; 1=s) T :
The s s matrix C has entries c ij = c i?1 j . Note that puttingb 0 = 0 in (2.1) would by the order condition lead to the same formula as (1.3); henceb 0 6 = 0. Therefore at least one extra parameter is necessary to obtain a nonzero error estimate.
The estimate is now computed as = y n+1 ?ŷ n+1 ;
(2.2) and y n+1 is accepted as an approximation to y(t n+1 ) if k k is less than the speci ed tolerance. As is dependent on the stepsize, its ratio to the tolerance is also used to compute the next stepsize.
Most IRKs are constructed in such a way that they are at least A{stable. However, the reference formula (2.1) is normally not A{stable. Consequently, k k can be very large due to large sti error components. In practice this is typically the case, since IRK methods are indeed intended to solve sti problems or DAEs. In RADAU5, HW96a], which is an implementation of the 3{stage Radau IIa method, Hairer and Wanner use the following remedy, HW96b, p. 123], which is attributed to Shampine SB84] . A modi ed error estimate^ is constructed from = (I ? hJ) ?1 ; (2.3) in whichŷ n+1 is computed from (2.1) withb 0 = , the single real eigenvalue of A. The matrix (I ? hJ) ?1 is then available and factorized from the Newton iteration used to solve (1.2). To see the e ect of this transformation, consider the test equation y 0 = y; we now have^ ! ?1 as h ! 1, as opposed to ! 1. The purpose of the premultiplication by (I ? hJ) ?1 is thus to keep the error estimate bounded also for large values of h by ltering out sti error components.
Case study: The implicit Euler method
The ltering technique has also been used in other contexts where it has a theoretical foundation in terms of the map from a residual to the corresponding error. In the context above, however, it is a trick|albeit a necessary one|in order to restore the full potential of the Radau IIa method.
In order to see where and how the ltering is justi ed, we consider the simplest Radau IIa method, i.e. the implicit Euler method y n+1 = y n + hf(y n+1 ) :
If we insert the local solutionŷ(t; t n ; y n ) into this discretization, there results a defect, or local residual : An implicit error estimate 3 y(t n+1 ) = y n + hf(ŷ(t n+1 )) ? :
We nd the local error = y n+1 ?ŷ(t n+1 ; t n ; y n ) by subtracting (3.2) from (3.1) and obtain an algebraic relation between the residual and the error: = hf(ŷ(t n+1 ) + ) ? hf(ŷ(t n+1 )) + : (3.3) Linearizing and solving for we obtain the error/residual relation, = (I ? hJ) ?1 :
(3.4) This equation is the mathematical justi cation of \ ltering". As is well{known, there is an important conceptual as well as numerical di erence between a residual and its corresponding error|the defect and error are elements of di erent spaces. Although this equation is well established, HNW93, p. 369], it is frequently overlooked. The reason seems to be an overemphasis on asymptotics; as hJ ! 0 we have , i.e. in the nonsti case it does not matter if one estimates or , but in the sti case the di erence is known to be very signi cant. This observation has led to the view that a \poor" error estimate can be improved by the premultiplication of a ltering matrix. Even if this works in practice, such arbitrariness in error estimation ought to be replaced by a search for qualitatively correct error estimates. Note that in embedded IRK methods, ltering is in principle never justi ed since one normally estimates a local error, never a local residual. The situation may, however, be di erent for defect estimation.
In the next section we suggest an error estimate which has an inherent damping of sti error components as a design criterion. No extra ltering is required or permitted (as it cannot be justi ed). As a starting point we note that the poor asymptotic behavior of as de ned by (2.1) is caused by (2.1) being essentially an explicit formula. Thus,ŷ n+1 is computed from old data, the stage derivatives and the explicitly calculated hf(y n ). This turns the error estimator formula e ectively into an explicit method, and consequently all hopes for a proper behavior for large values of h are in vain.
4. An implicit error estimate In this formula, we determineb such thatŷ (1) n+1 is of local order s + 1, which means that we require (z)y n ; z := h :
The value ofR (1) (1) of the reference formula is known to be of relevance to the size of the estimated error in the sti components. Although this is not a matter of stability, it is desirable thatR IIa methods as well as for the Lobatto IIIa and IIIc methods. For these methods our implicit error estimator justi es ltering by providing an estimate with the same e ect. For other methods, however, one must be more careful. Thus e.g., it is incorrect to use ltering for the implicit midpoint method, which is a Gauss method, but harmless to use it for the trapezoidal rule, which falls into the Lobatto IIIa category. In order to avoid mistakes, we suggest that the construction of implicit estimators is considered to be the normal route instead of ltering. Finally we remark that even in cases when the error estimator formula is not a homogeneous function ofb 0 , we may select the magnitude of the error estimator with a multiplicative factor; we may consider E(z) = (R(z) ? R (1) (z)) as the error estimator, where the parameter is to be carefully determined so that the estimator gives a proper approximation to the actual error. This technique may be of particular importance for DAEs.
Choosingb 0
We shall nally discuss the choice of the free parameterb 0 , and limit ourselves to methods with c s = 1 such as Radau IIa methods. Speci cally, we will motivate a suitable choice ofb 0 for the 3{stage, 5th order Radau IIa method. For such methods the new error estimator is a homogeneous function ofb 0 , i.e.b 0 determines the magnitude of the error estimate.
We argue that the most important design goal is that the error estimator does not signi cantly underestimate the error. On the other hand, a too large value ofb 0 will degrade performance. A small value is also desirable to reduceR (1) (1). To nd a suitable value, we model the error of the Radau IIa method by rst considering the linear test equation with z = h . The actual relative local error, jR(z) ? e z j, is investigated on two domains: A, where the method operates in its asymptotic regime and relative accuracy is high, and B, where the method is able to yield accurate results. B is considerably larger than A.
Obviously A and B must contain a neighbourhood of the origin. We take A to be a disk of radius , A( ) = fz 2 C : jzj g: The selection of the radius is based on several criteria. First, A( ) must exclude the poles of R(z) which for the 3{stage Radau IIa are located at 1= 3:6378 and 2:6811 3:0504 i, respectively. By (4.8), the poles of the reference formulaR (1) (z) are then also excluded. Furthermore, A( ) should cover the central portion of the order star of the method, IN91, p. 7], as this corresponds to the domain of high relative accuracy. Last, the intersection with the imaginary axis is an important criterion of relevance for oscillatory systems. To resolve an angular frequency of !, the stepsize must satisfy h! < by the sampling theorem. In practice, however, the numerical method is unable to accurately resolve this frequency with stepsizes exceeding h! = =2. Based on these considerations, we have taken = =2. The selected asymptotic domain A( =2) meets all the criteria above. B( ) should contain A( ) as well as a large portion of the negative halfplane. Again, high frequencies cannot be resolved, but B( ) should cover the negative real axis if the method|like the Radau IIa|is able to produce accurate solutions there. We have chosen to consider the parabolic domain B( ) = fz = x + i! : x ( ? !)( + !)= g; and A( =2), B( =2) and the order star of R(z) are plotted in Figure 1 . The Radau IIa method is able to provide reasonable accuracy inside B( =2). The method is still of use in large portions of the complex plane outside B( =2), e.g. in all of C ? ; A{stability implies that jR(z)j 1 on C ? just like je z j 1, even if the relative local error jR(z) ? e z j cannot be considered to be \small" on all of C ? .
As R(z) ? e z is an analytic function in the domain of accuracy B( =2), max jR(z) ? e z j is attained on @B( =2) by virtue of the maximum modulus theorem. Thus we nd that max jR(z)?e z j = 0:067 in B( =2), and we may chooseb 0 (i.e. the magnitude of the error estimator) so that max jR(z)?R The plots were obtained usingb0 = 0:02 in order to match the levels of the error and its estimate.
Note that because the error estimator has lower order than the method, it is still likely to signi cantly overestimate the error at sharp tolerances. This is seen in Figure 3 >From Figure 4 we see that the estimated error exceeds the actual error on A(1:3), and in the following we may therefore take 0 < < 1:3. By formally approximating the matrix exponential e hJ by a polynomial P exp (hJ) such that ke hJ ?P exp (hJ)k 2 on A( ), it follows that the actual relative error in the system is bounded by Now, in order to apply the spectral theorem, we again approximate e hJ by P exp (hJ) and consider insteadK (z) = ( z ? 1)(P R (z) ? Q R (z)P exp (z)) b 0 z 4 :
By taking the degree of P exp (z) suitably high, we have kK(hJ) ? K(hJ)k 2 , therefore kK(hJ)k 2 kK(hJ)k 2 + max jzj jK(z)j + max jzj jK(z)j + 2 = k( ) + 2 for all J with khJk 2 . Thus, the actual error is never underestimated on A(1:3) for linear constant coe cient systems. We nally remark that the latter result depends on the pole{zero cancellation at the origin. This implies that the result is not valid for more general classes of problems. This comes as no surprise, however, as the error estimator does not contain the same elementary di erentials as the actual error; it is therefore not possible to prove that the error estimator is an upper bound for the error in general nonlinear problems.
Concluding remarks. Since the RADAU5 code usesb 0 = , HW96a], our new estimator witĥ b 0 = 0:02 has approximately 14 times smaller magnitude without signi cant underestimation of the error. This leads to approximately 70% larger steps, a better agreement between requested and achieved accuracy, and, for a given tolerance, improved performance.
The design process above has also been used in the code PSIDE, SLV97], which is based on the 4{stage Radau IIa method, and obtainedb 0 = 0:01. Practical experience with these error estimators is a rmative, although extensive testing must be reported elsewhere.
